Hello Car Guys & Gals,

November 2013

Happy Thanksgiving to all the Car Guys and Car Gals from all of us here at the Association of California Car Clubs.

In my October message I mentioned that all did not go as well legislatively as we would have wanted it to go but, when you look back on 2013 we still have a lot to be thankful for. We’re still able to drive and enjoy our collector cars; we have a Legacy License Plate bill that is favorable to the car hobby; and hopefully all our families are healthy and prosperous.

It’s been a great year for the ACCC...ACCC Membership numbers are holding steady despite an economy that continues to be flat; our relationships with legislators and regulators continue to improve; and businesses and organizations continue to step-up with generous sponsorships and donations that help the ACCC in our day to day business of protecting the car hobby.

All in all it has been a great year for the ACCC. The only improvement that may be needed is to increase our membership numbers. It’s been said that legislative clout and the strength of an organization is determined by the number of active members and truer words were never spoken. The number of members in the ACCC is respectable but we can always use more. The folks in Sacramento understand and listen to organizations with membership numbers.

Going into 2014 the ACCC will continue to monitor and report on legislation, regulations, tax increases, and fee increases that threaten or hinder our rights to drive, show, and enjoy our collector cars. Since 1972 “Save Our Cars” has been our mission and our resolve to this mission has never been or needed to be greater than it is today.

Once again, Happy Thanksgiving to you and yours and please contact us at 530-748-6181 or acccpres@gmail.com with questions or for more information!
Rex Roden  
President-ACCC  
acccpres@gmail.com  

The ACCC…Representing The Collector Car Hobby Since 1972

How a Car Guy stays busy in a retirement home…